
 
 

 
Working at the interface of fiction and function 
 
Peculiar machines tell old and new stories from Grisons (canton in Switzerland). With a 
combination of techno-fiction, poetry and documentary material about man and nature, four 
graduates from the department of New Media (SNM) create video installations in the garden 
of the Park Hotel Waldhaus in Flims to give an account of their understanding of media and 
authorship. By Niki Schawalder (text and image) * 
 
- 
 
Every night, shortly after nightfall, a water woman delves into the past of her age old life story and 
wandering along the bottom of the Lake Cresta, she gazes at the archaic-looking underwater world.  
Whatever she sees «materializes» as a projection on a 12-meter screen in the Wellness glass cube 
building of the hotel. Startled by the sound of steps of hotel guests passing by, the view of the water 
woman is interwoven with live video images of waves from the pool. The waves are generated by a 
self-built technical apparatus: sound waves from the steps are translated into waves in the water via 
microphone, radio, computer and a pneumatic device that is floating in the pool.  
 
The above describes the plot of a video work that I realized with Valentina Vuksić, Philipp Oettli and 
Oliver Wolf in the summer of 2005. When the Park Hotel Waldhaus in Flims commissioned the work, 
we were given free creative range (a «carte blanche»), which allowed us to draw on plentiful 
resources. At the same time it motivated us to attain that «video art, often tarnished as being too 
technical and difficult to comprehend, can come about in an enchanting and unpretentious manner» 
and «be a good example of how art can present itself to an audience incidentally: unobtrusive, leaving 
it to the observer whether he wants to engage in it in more depth or be enchanted by it or would 
rather rush by», as stated in the Südostschweiz (grisons daily newspaper).  
 
Passing on stories and recoding 
For the follow-up commissioned project, which was awarded to us by Lia Rumantscha (Swiss 
organisation to promote the Romansh language and culture) for the season of 2006/2007 at the same 
location, we brought the tradition of storytelling from the folk tale (i.e. the metaphorical world of 
ideas) into the «reality of every day life» and passed the voice on to the Rhaeto-Romanic population.  



The resulting work «Uschè ditg che jau viv – as long as I live» spawned direct and genuine 
observations about the status and significance of the fourth official language. With a backpack and a 
camera we traveled through the valleys of Grisons and conducted over 180 spontaneous interviews. 
The short and to-the-point, subtly humorous video statements can be accessed in the installation by 
flipping through the pages of an old book. The purpose of this book, to hold written characters with 
meaning, is overlaid by a new function, i.e. to serve as a video player interface. Each page contains 
additional coding, and with each turning of a page a separate film sequence is activated and displayed 
on a screen.  
The evening video projection in the glass cube appears more abstract and dreamy and attempts to 
express the Rhaeto-Romanic perspectives in a distilled format. Text worms crawl across oversized 
close-up shots of faces, hands, grasses, blossoms and rocks. The text worms are statements 
translated into Rumantsch Grischun, the literary language common to all Romans.  
As in the previous year, we were interested to work at the «fault lines of media» and to interweave the 
fictional and the real, to articulate the locale and working with the people and nature in an unexpected, 
playful and individualized technical arrangement. 
 
 
Networked production method 
To complete such a project means to visualize correlations of various degrees of complexity in content, 
creative composition and technology and to unify these productively. It also means to manage various 
components and co-creators who possess necessary competencies and to temporarily call in experts. 
Finally, it also means to handle the implementation within a tight timeframe and under financial 
constraints. In short, it means to act in a quickly and with savvy. 
All of the above forms in my opinion an important aspect of the skills taught at the department of New 
Media. To me, in that sense of working within a network while being innovative and creative, as well as 
function-oriented, a dream job has materialized – with a telling title: the Interfacialist.  
 
- 
 
http://flimsen.ch 
http://int.gundula.ch 
http://schnittsteller.in 
 
- 
 
The installation «Uschè ditg che jau viv – as long as I live» by Niki Schawalder, Philipp Oettli, 
Oliver Wolf and David Vetsch lasts until summer 2007 at the Park Hotel Waldhaus in Flims. 
 
- 
 
*Niki Schawalder degreed 2003 at the School of Art and Design Zurich, University of Applied 
Sciences and Arts Zurich. Since then she works as assistant, junior lecturer and research 
associate at the Department of New Media. She also implements applied and free or 
commissioned artistic designs in new media productions. 
 
- 
 
Image legend: A «high-sensory crystal» catches stories floating in the air and brings them to our attention 
(project «Uschè ditg che jau viv – as long as I live», 2006-2007) 
 
- 
 
This article was published in «hgkz intern» (the quarterly magazine of the University of Applied 
Science and Arts Zurich), January 2007 



 

Artistic Works by Niki Schawalder 
 
Niki Schawalder implements applied and artistic designs in new media, http://int.gundula.ch 
The following describes the most relevant works from 2003 - 2007 
 
 
 
 
«Trimagination» (original title: «Trimaginaziun») 
Scenography for triple video production about the wildlife in the Swiss National Park 
In collaboration with the Swiss Television program «Netz Natur»  
Permanent exhibition, opening: summer 2008 
http://www.nationalpark.ch, http://netznatur.sf.tv 
2006-08 
 

  
 
 
 
 
«Tramjam – Urban Rush Hours» 
Networked streaming sound performance in the public space 
In collaboration with artist and guest lecturer Shu Lea Cheang and former students of the University of 
Applied Sciences and Arts Zurich, New Media department 
Slated for Tokyo (Japan) and Bangalore (India), November/December 2007 
Previous workshops and performances: Club Transmediale Remote Zurich, Free Bitflows Conference Vienna, 
Dutch Electronic Arts Festival Rotterdam, Viper Basel, Zurich Festival of the Arts 
http://tramjam.net 
2004-07 
 
In time with the tram schedule… An open collective of artists, travels to cities whose public transportation 
system includes trams. The trams’ time and route schedule conducts a jointly created «urban soundscape» 
mixed from sounds that are generated live, transmitted via mobile communication devices and collected or 
composed pieces.     
 

  
 
 
 



«As long as I live» (original title: «Uschè ditg che jau viv – solange ich lebe») 
Video player interface and video installation 
In collaboration with Philipp Oettli, Oliver Wolf and David Vetsch 
Permanent exhibition at Park Hotel Waldhaus Flims 
Commissioned by Lia Rumantscha (organisation to promote the Romansh language and culture), Chur 
http://uscheditg.flimsen.ch 
2006-2007 
 
The video installation created by the four artists from Zurich investigates the Rhaeto-Romanic language, its 
five idioms and the literary language Rumantsch Grischun. An old book, found on a dusty shelf, is encoded 
from scratch and transformed into a modern video player. Turn over pages and short and to-the-point 
statements appear on the monitor screen, embedded with profound and illustrative phrases. They’re the direct 
and genuine observations from the Romans themselves about the status and significance of the fourth official 
language in their lives.  
 
At nightfall, the spoken word is silent in Flims. It’s the time of dreams. At the end of the day, the “delight” 
glass cube wellness building of the Park Hotel Waldhaus begins to glow. The sensory apparatus interweaves 
daytime visitors’ explorations of the Rhaeto-Romanic into a collage of projections. 
 
«Uschè ditg che jau viv», says a young man; as long as he lives, by all means the Rhaeto-Romanic will 
continue to be alive. If this sentiment is passed on, we can be assured that the Rumantsch will carry on to 
exist for many generations to come and that the language will persist and thrive. 
 

  
 
 
 
 
«RG/DC17» 
Sound and live video performance 
In collaboration with Philipp Oettli, Oliver Wolf and David Vetsch 
FlimsKlang-Festival, Park Hotel Waldhaus Flims 
http://flimsklang.flimsen.ch 
2006 
 
Sonic images in the Rhaeto-Romanic sky… The audience at this year’s FlimsKlang-Festival becomes the 
musical protagonist of the interactive audio-visual installation RG/DC17 and creates its own jazzy and  
Rhaeto-Romanic world of sounds.  
 

  
 



«Pick nick at the side of the road» (original title: «Picknick am Wegesrand») 
Interactive video installation 
In collaboration with Oliver Wolf 
Permanent exhibition during the summer season 
Museum Rhein-Schauen, Lustenau (Austria) 
2006 
 
When the red laser beam of the „Virtual Frontier Emulator“ strikes the body of the observer, virtual visitors 
begin to approach him – and the beholder becomes a guest himself, a participant at a gathering around the 
bonfire, building river rock dams with the children. (Based on «Stalker» by the Tarkowsky brothers). 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
«Story-Box» (Original title: «Gschichte Chischte aka Videomat») 
Interactive videomachine in a box 
In collaboration with Sven König and Ornella Cacace 
Designed for the closing event for the Dachkantine Music Club 
Also exhibited at the soccer world championship bar Toni Molkerei and the Zurich Festival of the Arts 
2006 
 
Nightlife guests confide their best stories to the recording camera. Inside the cozy box and at the push of a 
button, the video system documents solo shows of social lions, philosophical discussions between girlfriends 
and even theatrical presentations without words from other artists. 
 

  
 
 
 
 



«Cresta under water» (original title: «Cresta unter Wasser») 
Interactive video installation 
In collaboration with Philipp Oettli, Valentina Vuksic and Oliver Wolf 
Permanent exhibition at Park Hotel Waldhaus Flims 
http://cresta.flimsen.ch 
2005-2006 
 
Every evening, after the last guests have left the building, the delicate, vitreous Wellness glass cube is 
transformed into an unlikely stage: Images of waves, underwater shots from the nearby lake Cresta, as well 
as scenes from a shadow play tell the story of a spellbound mountain giantess.   
 
The interactive video installation «Cresta under water» is based on the fairy tales of Flims. Since the landslide 
of Flims, an old mountain giantess has been captured between boulders in an underground water cave. Over 
the years, the lonely giantess transformed herself into a water woman. A fairy godmother came to aid and 
through her magic, the unfortunate woman gained amphibian-like sight to wander along the bottom of the 
silent and glowing Cresta lake. 
 
Fascinated by the archaic appearance of the underwater world, the four artists built an imagery engine. With 
the help of an underground mirror, the view through the woman’s amphibian eyes is projected onto a screen 
in the large hotel park as a second instance. 
 
The work combines poetry with elaborate technology and integrates the hotel guests. The sound of footsteps 
from the pedestrian walkways in the park awakens the water woman from her dreams. The so called 
«sonochromatoscopic frequency memory apparatus» records the footsteps of the pedestrians with a 
microphone and transmits them via radio to a central processor in the glass cube building. The impulses of 
quiet, loud, fast or slow steps are transformed into digital signals and transmitted to the wave generator, a 
pneumatic «muscle» apparatus,  powered by compressed-air and located in the pool. 
 
The self-designed software of the system-controls processor directs the course of the video film. Underwater 
shots and the copied visual signals from the retina of the water woman are interwoven with the live wave 
images and the scenes of the shadow theatre.  
 
The water woman rises from the surge of the Cresta lake. She is fighting and wooing figures who remind her 
of her previous life, before she glides back into the depths of the lake again. 
 

  
 

   
 



 
«Mommy, I want super-algorithms too..!» (original title: «Mami, ich will auch Super-Algorithmen..!») 
M.A. thesis (theoretical and practical work) 
Interactive switch cabinet installation 
Exhibited in Binz 39 Zurich and Campus Exhibition at Ars Electronica Festival, Linz, Austria 
http://mamiichwillauchsuperalgorithmen.com 
2003 
 
A super switch cabinet «charmingly» provides access to the insides of a digital system. In contrast to the 
common approach via mouse and keyboard, non-software engineers are given the opportunity to tackle the 
computer’s inner workings by means of a light switch interface and even write a piece of super-software code 
themselves. Through five windows, the cabinet shares insights into its logic. In the end, it might dawn on the 
curious. 
 

  
 

  



 
 
 

Niki Schawalder 

gutentag@int.gundula.ch, http://int.gundula.ch, http://schnittsteller.in 
Born in 1972 in the Rhine valley of St. Gallen, living in Zurich, Switzerland 

Educational Background 

2003 M.A. New Media, School of Art and Design Zurich, University of Applied Sciences and Arts 
Zurich (Hochschule für Gestaltung und Kunst Zürich hgkz) 

1994-1998 Studies in Ethnology (focus in Visual Anthropology, Ethnology of Music and Religious 
Studies), University of Zurich  

Activities 

Artist, creative works, scenography, projects and exhibitions (2003 – ongoing) 

Instructor/ research assistant at the department of New Media, School of Art and Design Zurich, 
University of Applied Sciences and Arts Zurich (2003 – ongoing) 

Commissioned media art work for Park Hotel Waldhaus, Flims (2005 – 2007) 

Freelance concept engineer, consultant and designer for print and online communication, graphics, 
interface and web design (1999 – ongoing) 

Brand and design management for online and electronic media (Interbrand Zintzmeyer & Lux and 
BMW Group, respectively, Swiss Post, 2001-2003, 2007 – ongoing) 

Personal assistant of Samir (Swiss filmmakter and producer, Dschoint Ventschr Filmproduction Zurich, 
1994 – 1998) 

Creative Works / Exhibitions 

«It looks like you’re making art», media performance, theatre production, 2007- ongoing 

«i-paid», Business Art, payment system for the future, 2007 

«Trimaginaziun», scenography for triple video production at the new museum of the Swiss National 
Park, 2006-08 

«Uschè ditg che jau viv (As long as I live)», video player interface and video installation, Park Hotel 
Waldhaus Flims, commissioned by Lia Rumantscha, Chur, 2006 

«RG/DC17», sound- and video performance, FlimsKlang, Park Hotel Waldhaus Flims, 2006 

«Picknick am Wegesrand» (Title: «Pick nick at the side of the road»), interactive video installation, 
museum Rhein-Schauen, Lustenau, 2006 

«Gschichte Chischte aka Videomachine», videobox, closing event for the Dachkantine Music Club, 
soccer world championship bar Toni Molkerei, Zurich Festival of the Arts, Zurich, 2006 

«Digitaler Salon: Shoot that Dog!», exhibition and performances, public term exhibition, department 
of New Media hgkz, Dachkantine Music Club, Zurich, 2006 

«Belts on Fire», Business Art, marketing campaign and online shop for LED belts, Zurich, 2005 

«Cresta unter Wasser» (Title: «Cresta under water»), interactive video installation, Park Hotel 
Waldhaus Flims, 2005 

«metaworx / interact04», 3-day symposium on the topic of „interactivity“, concept and 
coordination, on behalf of the association MetaWorx, Basel, 2004 



«Tramjam – Rush Hours», networked sound performances in the public space, Club Transmediale 
Remote Zurich, Free Bitflows Conference Vienna, Dutch Electronic Arts Festival Rotterdam, Viper 
Basel, Zurich Festival of the Arts, Zurich, slated for Bangalore and Tokyo, 2004-07 

«INTER----MISSION», public term exhibition, department of New Media hgkz, with guest lecturer 
Shu Lea Cheang, Zurich, 2004 

«Medien | Kunst | Ausbildung» (Title: «Media | Art | Education»), assistant producer campus 
exhibition, for the department of New Media hgkz and Ars Electronica Festival, Linz, 2003 

«Mami, ich will auch Super-Algorithmen..!» (Title: «Mommy, I want superalgorithms too..!»), 
interactive switch cabinet installation, Binz 39, Zurich, Ars Electronica Festival, Linz, 2003 

«Schweizer Dotcoms im Rückspiegel» (Title: «Swiss dotcoms in retrospective»), video installation, 
Ars Electronica Festival, Linz, 2003  

«WishingWellWorld», virtual 3D-Christmas-greetings, Blauer Saal, Zurich, 2001 and 2002 

«Auszeit» (Title: «Time out»), digital image montages, 1999 

«Auf einmal» (Title: «Suddenly»), video, 1998 

«Ans Licht geholt. Frühe Fotografien aus dem Archiv des Völkerkundemuseums Zürich» (Title: 
«Brought to light. Early photography from the archive of the Ethnographic Museum of the 
University of Zurich»), exhibition coordination, assistant project management and catalogue 
editorial, 1997 
 

   
«Pick nick at the side of the road», 2005  «Trimaginaziun», 2006-08 

 

   
«Uschè ditg che jau viv (As long as I live)», 2006  «Cresta under water», 2005 
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